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Lock In Low Rate Loans by June 30, 2022

High income earners are always looking for ways to save tax and maximize family savings and investment dollars. Spousal  

loans are an effective income splitting strategy, and due to the inflationary effect on increasing interest rates, the tax savings 

benefits will be eroded for new loans entered into after June 30, 2022. The current 1% prescribed interest rate (set quarterly 

by CRA) has been in place since July 1, 2020, but is expected to increase to 2% on July 1, 2022 and remain in effect until at 

least September 30, 2022.  The prescribed rate will likely continue to be set at 2% for future quarters. A high asset/high income 

individual can loan non-RRSP investments to their low asset/low income spouse at this low rate, and have the investment 

income taxed in their hands. The loan rate remains locked in at the rate when the loan is made, even if the prescribed rate 

increases in the future.

HOW IT WORKS 
An individual cannot simply give a large sum of money to their spouse or minor children to invest because the attribution rules 

generally make the income taxable to the gift giver. To circumvent attribution, an individual can consider loaning the money to 

their spouse to invest  instead of gifting it. As long as the borrower meets all requirements, including paying the lender interest 

at the prescribed rate by January 30th after the end of the calendar year, attribution should not apply.  

The following scenario illustrates how a spousal loan may be utilized to split income and avoid attribution. Please note  

that Raymond James, its employees and advisors cannot, and do not, provide legal or tax advice. Potential considerations  

and strategies contained in this memo are high-level and solely for informational purposes. The following is not legal, 

accounting or tax advice or a review of all relevant documents, applicable law or details. Individuals may choose to use the 

information conveyed as a basis for discussion with their own team of professionals in order to obtain legal and tax advice and 

determine suitability. 

EXAMPLE 
Ray is a high income earner who pays tax at the highest federal and provincial rates. Ray’s spouse, Jamie, works part-time and 

pays taxes in a much lower tax bracket. Ray recently  received a large inheritance and wants to minimize taxes on investment 

income. To split investment income with his spouse, Ray wants to loan $500,000 to Jamie. 

Is now the time to utilize a spousal loan?



Before June 30, 2022: 

1. Jamie opens a separate taxable investment account to keep the loan funds separate from other investments. Clients

can add a Raymond James account to an existing Client ID so that the new account has a “-1” extension on the

account number.

2. Ray and Jamie sign a promissory note drafted by their lawyer, which indicates the $500,000 loan is payable 30 days

after demand, at an interest rate of 1% payable on January 30th each year. The note may also state that Jamie has

the right to repay the loan at any time without notice or penalty.

3. Ray deposits $500,000 in cash to Jamie’s new account.

4. Jamie pays Ray $5,000 interest on or before January 30th the following year (or the calculated pro-rata interest if the

loan is outstanding less than a year).

5. On Ray’s tax return, Ray includes $5,000 interest income from Jamie; Jamie deducts $5,000 interest expense (or pro-

rata interest) in the year the interest was paid. Jamie reports all income earned and gains realized on the investment

loan account as reported on the Raymond James tax statements.

6. This loan arrangement can continue indefinitely until Ray demands payment or one of them passes away.

This has been prepared by the Professional Wealth Advisory Group of Raymond James Ltd., (RJL). Statistics and factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their 
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is for information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities nor is it meant to replace legal, accounting, 
taxation or other professional advice. We are not tax advisors and we recommend that clients seek independent advice from a professional advisor on tax-related matters. The information is furnished 
on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof. This is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where RJL and the author are registered. 
Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd., Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James 

If they set up the loan when the prescribed rate is 2%, then Jamie will have to pay $10,000 interest annually and Ray will 

have to include $10,000 in income annually, thus reducing the income splitting effect. 

To ensure the income splitting meets legislated requirements, the money should be transferred to an individual account 

(not joint) and interest paid on schedule by the borrower. Keeping a separate account makes it easier to trace receipt 

of funds and interest payments made. Careful tax planning is required when loaning assets other than cash because 

the loan will trigger dispositions at fair market value resulting in reportable gains and possible superficial losses. The 

recipient spouse should also understand that the funds, are meant to stay invested and are not to be used for spending.  

Please don't hesitate to reach out to our team if you would like to set up a new account for income splitting or simply 
discuss this strategy in greater detail.
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Ask sixty five, featuring Ryan Connolly
The Globe and Mail's Ask Sixty Five Series featuring Ryan Connolly

Question: I am a 66-year-old dual U.S.-Canadian citizen in a public sector job with a salary of close to $250,000. I also earn about 
$60,000 consulting as a sole proprietor. I am single with no debt or dependants (I have helped my grown children buy their first homes 
and they’re now having families of their own). I plan to retire in three years from my public sector job but continue consulting and earn 
about the same income of $60,000 annually.

I’m paying a lot of tax on top of withholding, more than ever before, because my travel and other business-related expenses have 
been much lower during the pandemic. Also, until last year, I owned a two-bedroom condo that I rented out at a loss, which reduced 
my taxes.

What are my options to reduce taxes payable on my consulting income this year and the next few years after I retire? Should I 
consider increasing my charitable contributions? Does benefaction make sense? Or are there other tax-efficient ways to contribute to 
charitable causes or my family’s ultimate well-being that I should know about? Maybe a trust or life insurance? What are my options 
considering that I am a dual citizen?

I realize that I am very fortunate to have a good salary from a job I enjoy and the capacity to consult alongside. Still, I feel as though 
I am missing some important strategies. Thanks for any advice you can provide.

We asked Ryan Connolly, a senior financial planner with Coleman Wealth at Raymond James Ltd. in Toronto, to answer this one:

First, it’s important to distinguish the ultimate objective; reduce yearly taxes or increase net worth? ‘Don’t let the tax tail wag the dog’ 
is a saying that still holds true. Consider that:

• $60,000 of income, less $30,000 of expenses, less $16,059 of taxes = $13,941

• $60,000 of income, less $0 expenses, less $32,118 of taxes = $27,882

Being a dual citizen adds complexity and increased costs to ensure strategies are compliant on both sides of the border. Generally, 
the most effective way to reduce an ongoing tax liability without sacrificing net worth is to maximize applicable retirement investment 
vehicles. Having a good cross-border team, including an accountant, lawyer and financial adviser, will certainly help.

Increasing charitable donations can be a valid way of reducing your ongoing tax liability. It’s important to note that this is not a dollar-
for-dollar benefit. You donate a dollar to reduce taxes by a percentage of that dollar through the charitable donation tax credit.

A living inheritance may be worth exploring, after completing a stress-tested financial projection for your retirement. There is also talk 
about the reversion of the U.S. estate and gift tax exemption at the end of 2025. In consultation with your cross-border accountant/
lawyer, it may be prudent to utilize some of your exemptions available before 2026.

Life insurance, specifically whole life or universal life, can be a tool to use with other investment vehicles. Funding the policy annually 
may reduce ongoing taxation from investment income, assuming a redirection of capital into the policy every year. However, does 
the life insurance policy qualify under the Canadian and U.S. tax laws? The laws and accompanying tests aren’t the same. It may be 
useful to employ the use of an actuary knowledgeable in such matters.

Implementing an alter-ego trust as a will substitute starts to look enticing when analyzed against the cost of probate and the time it 
takes for the assets to be distributed. An estate lawyer can provide a memorandum illustrating the set-up and benefits of utilizing such 
a structure. It’s imperative that you deal with a cross-border law firm, as the penalties from mishandling the set-up may outweigh any 
projected benefit. We have to be mindful of estate and tax laws in both countries for the multiple generations that may be involved in 
the structure.



As Canadian housing prices continue to set new records, more homeowners are selling 
their principal residence at huge gains from the original purchase price. That’s fine for 
Canadian tax residents, as the gains will likely be tax-free under the Canadian principal 
residence exemption. For U.S. citizens living in Canada, to sell a principal residence and 
avoid U.S. capital gains tax, or significantly reduce it, requires proper cross-border tax 
planning. There may be a solution to this problem if you are lucky enough to have a 
Canadian-only spouse to help facilitate a lifetime gifting strategy. 

THE ISSUE:
While a Canadian citizen selling their Canadian principal residence is generally not subject to any 
income tax on the gain, the same is not true if they are also a U.S. citizen (or a U.S. green card holder). 
Such U.S. citizens may be able to exclude up to US$250,000 of the capital gain triggered on the sale of a 
qualifying home, but if the gain is significant, the U.S. tax implications can also be significant.

When a U.S. citizen living in Canada wishes to sell a principal residence, there are many hidden Canadian 
and U.S. tax issues that can exist. For example, the entitlement to the Canadian principal residence 
exemption may be at jeopardy if the property has had a change of use (e.g., renting out all or a portion 
of the property without making the relevant tax elections or making physical changes to the property 
to accommodate a business). Such hidden tax issues can be mitigated or resolved with proper planning 
and analysis by a cross-border tax practitioner. 

For example, Andrew is a U.S. citizen living in Canada. He is married to Cathy, a Canadian citizen and 
resident. In 2000, Andrew and Cathy jointly purchased a home in Toronto for CDN$1M. Today, the current 
fair market value of their home is CDN$4M, and they are interested in selling. If the property qualifies as 
their principal residence, Andrew and Cathy will have no Canadian income tax to pay. However, Andrew, 
as a U.S. citizen, would be subject to U.S. capital gains taxes for gains attributed to him that exceed the 
U.S. principal residence exclusion of US$250,000. Assuming a 1.25 Canadian/U.S. exchange rate and 
that 50% of the gain is attributed to Andrew (more can be attributed to Andrew depending upon the 
circumstances), he would be subject to upwards of US$190,000 in U.S. capital gains tax.

Michael Cirone, J.D., LL.M. (U.S. Tax, NYU)
Canada/U.S. Cross-border Tax, Trust and Estate Planning Lawyer

Admitted to Practice: Ontario and New Jersey
Registered with the Law Society of Ontario as a Foreign Legal Consultant (U.S. Law)
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How U.S. Citizens Living In Canada Can 
Sell A Principal Residence And Avoid U.S. 
Capital Gains Tax

A word from one of our business partners:



THE SOLUTION:
Common solutions include renouncing U.S. citizenship or dying as the owner of the Canadian principal 
residence. Both solutions serve to eliminate U.S. capital gains tax. However, the former is not a feasible 
option for some U.S. citizens due to personal circumstances and/or the U.S. tax cost of renouncing. And 
the latter is impracticable for a family who wants to sell during their lifetime. 

To sell a principal residence and avoid capital gains tax, it may be beneficial for Andrew and Cathy to 
structure ownership of the Canadian home in the name of the spouse who is not a U.S. citizen. Ideally, 
this structure would be implemented upon purchasing the home. Since Andrew and Cathy already 
purchased the property jointly, sole ownership could be transferred to Cathy prior to selling through a 
lifetime gifting transaction to eliminate the U.S. capital gains tax that would otherwise be payable by 
Andrew to the IRS. 

It’s important to note that gifts from U.S. citizen spouses to non-U.S. citizen spouses do not qualify for 
the unlimited marital deduction that allows tax-free transfers between spouses. Such gifts to a non-U.S. 
citizen spouse do, however, qualify for a limited annual exclusion (US$164,000 for gifts in 2022). Any 
gifting beyond that would have to be covered by the U.S. citizen using some of their lifetime U.S. gift 
tax exemption, which is the amount that a U.S. citizen can give away during their lifetime (or pass at 
death) without incurring U.S. gift tax or U.S. estate tax. The exemption amount is indexed for inflation 
every year (US$12.06M per individual for 2022). The Biden administration has discussed lowering this 
amount to as low as US$3.5M; failing which, the exemption will automatically decrease to an estimated 
US$6.2M as of January 1, 2026. Many practitioners advise their clients on the possibility of a “use it or 
lose it” scenario with respect to lifetime gifting.

After proper planning and implementation of a lifetime gifting transaction, Cathy could sell her 100% 
interest in the house to a third-party purchaser. Since Andrew no longer owns the house at the time of 
the sale, there will be no U.S. capital gains tax to pay.

Careful attention must be given to ensure the lifetime gifting strategy is Canadian and U.S. tax 
compliant and other potential tax issues are properly addressed. Examples of potential issues and 
special considerations include: 

 • Whether or not the gift is made “incident to divorce” (in which case the gift may be US taxable);
 • The quantum of the gift that must be reported to the IRS on a U.S. gift tax return by the donor  
  spouse, which may require evidence to support the percentage of interest in the property  
  attributed to the gifting spouse;
 • Whether local land transfer tax is payable for the real estate transfer; 
 • Legal documents required to properly formalize the gift;
 • Ensuring that a local real estate lawyer properly registers the transfer; and 
 • Any relevant family law issues that arise in connection with the lifetime gifting strategy.

The lifetime gifting strategy is a specifically crafted, complex solution to limit or eliminate future U.S. 
capital gains tax liability regarding the sale of a Canadian principal residence, and it’s fraught with traps 
that need to be carefully navigated. Not all solutions are applicable for every individual and unique 
circumstance, and other complex considerations may arise. 

If you are a U.S. citizen living in Canada wishing to sell a principal residence and avoid 
U.S. capital gains tax, contact Michael Cirone to explore all available options. Michael 
is a Canada/U.S. cross-border tax, trust and estate planning lawyer at TaxChambers LLP,  
a boutique tax law firm in Toronto.

155 University Avenue, Suite 300
Toronto, ON, Canada M5H 3B7

Phone: 647-748-9797 
E-mail: michael.cirone@taxchambers.ca



How to Respond to a Crisis: Don’t.
Client’s Corner

TELL ME IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING COLLOQUIES SOUND 
familiar to you—so familiar, perhaps, that you might even 
remember taking part in one or more of them:

Investor: “We have to get out of the stock market. A hundred-
year global health crisis is upon us, and the world economy is 
shutting down. The market is already down by a third in just four 
weeks, with no end in sight.”

Advisor: “It seems probable that most of the market damage 
has already been done, if not overdone. This looks like a pretty 
predictable panic response to the tremendous shock of the 
pandemic. I imagine there’ll have to be massive fiscal and 
monetary response in support of the economy. We’ve got a very 
good long-term plan, and your best bet would be to stick with it. 
Indeed, panic times are usually good opportunities to add to our 
quality holdings.”

That conversation would have taken place a little over two years 
ago, in the latter part of March 2020. Here’s one that would have 
been slightly more recent:

Investor: “This upcoming presidential election is unlike any 
other in our lifetime. If [fill in the blank] gets elected/reelected, it 
will be the beginning of the end of American democracy, and the 
stock market will surely crash. We simply must get out.”

Advisor: “I think that’s probably what a lot of people thought 
and said around most of the elections since Adams vs. Jefferson in 
1800. American democracy is a pretty hardy species—indeed it’s 
by far the longest-lived and most successful democracy in history. 
Even more to the point, good companies—such as those in the 
portfolios we own—have shown a terrific ability to triumph over 
all kinds of geopolitical crisis. We’ve got a really well-thought-out 
retirement plan going for you; best to just keep working it.”

You’d have heard that one, in its several iterations, from the 
early fall of 2020 right on through January 6, 2021.

Now here’s one you might have heard (or even participated in) 
as recently as yesterday afternoon:

Investor: “We simply must get out of the stock market. Inflation 
is raging at historic levels. The Fed is going to have to strangle the 
economy in order to wring inflation out of it. Interest rates must 
soar, the economy must fall into recession, and the stock market 
must crash. It’s as plain as the nose on your face.”

Advisor: “You’re probably right that the economy is going to 
have to swallow some pretty bad-tasting medicine to kill this 
inflation bug. Problem is that you can’t predict a recession’s peak 
and trough—and even if you could, you can’t time the equity 
market’s response—if any. So you not only have to get out right, 
you then have to get back in expeditiously. I sure don’t know how 
to do that, and I love our long-term plan. Best to just ride it out, 

whatever ‘it’ is. Last time this happened, once inflation was well and 
truly dead with a stake through its heart in the summer of 1982, the 
market went up something like 14 times in the next 18 years. Sure 
wouldn’t want to miss out on anything remotely like that.”

I’m guessing that by now you see the pattern here. But if not—or 
just not yet—let me cite a few other data that you may find instructive.

Let’s start with the fact that, if you’re 50 years old, the Standard 
& Poor’s 500-Stock Index has halved three times in your life. 
(As you’ll see in a moment, even if you’re just 25 years old, it’s 
happened twice.) To wit:

January 1973–October 1974 -48%
March 2000–October 2002 -49%
October 2007–March 2009 -57%

Be assured that these declines occurred because of very real crises. 
In 1973–74 we had the existential constitutional crisis of Watergate 
and the OPEC oil embargo, in which oil prices tripled overnight. 
The implosion of the dot-com bubble—the most egregious stock 
market mania in the history of mankind—set off the second episode. 
And the third meltdown was in response to a global financial crisis, 
during which the entire world’s credit system essentially ceased to 
function. Surely you’d have been right to get out of the market in 
response to one (if not all) of these cataclysms…wouldn’t you?

Well, maybe. Then again, maybe not.

Nick Murray's Client Corner: 



The S&P 500’s peak in January 1973—just prior to that 48% 
drop—was 120. The dividend that year was $3.61. As I write, the 
Index is around 4,400, and the dividend last year was $60.

You didn’t ask, but the average annual compound rate of total 
return of the S&P 500 from January 1973 until last month—
after the Index halved three times in the interim—was 10.5%. 
Which is almost exactly what its long-term (1926–2021) average 
has been. That’s not some quirky, abstract market statistic; it’s 
the ultimate testimony to the resilience of the great American 
companies.

Too much ancient history? Again, maybe. But again, if you’re a 
50-year old couple, you may have a dozen or more years to work, 
and upwards of three decades to live in retirement after that. If 
you have anything close to that kind of investing time horizon, 

I’d say the foregoing analysis is very relevant indeed. (And I’ll bet 
your financial advisor would agree with me.)

At least historically, the best response a long-term, goal-focused, 
plan-driven investor can make to crisis is no response at all—or, 
more accurately, to just tune out the apocalypse du jour and con-
tinue acting on your plan. Warren Buffett’s teacher, the immortal 
Benjamin Graham, expressed this most pointedly:

“The best way to measure your investing success is not by 
whether you’re beating the market but by whether you’ve put 
in place a financial plan and a behavioral discipline that are 
likely to get you where you need to go (emphasis added).”

Amen to that.

© May 2022 Nick Murray. All rights reserved. Used by permission.

Sources: Three bear markets: Standard & Poor’s, Yardeni Research. Dividends: “S&P 500 earnings history,” NYU Stern School. Compound returns: DQYDJ.com S&P 
return calculator (underlying data are from the Nobel laureate Dr. Robert Shiller).
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